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M. Richard le Poore quoted them as from the Lateran
Council, and the Council of Scotland and M. Roger Niger
followed in his footsteps. The reason is perhaps that they
became too well known very soon after the Council to need
repetition. M. Richard le Poore is the only bishop to
refer definitely to the fact that witnesses on hearsay in
matrimonial cases were no longer allowed, but from the
time of the Council of Oxford all those who maliciously
opposed a marriage were excommunicate. This sentence
is repeated constantly.
The decrees concerning organization only take a slightly
more prominent position in the constitutions since the
more important of them, such as the holding of provincial
synods and general chapters, also lie outside the scope of
ordinary diocesan administration. As it happens decrees
concerning both occur in the c Synodal Constitutions ', and
the Council of Scotland demands annual national synods,
but they are not to be found elsewhere. Regulations con-
cerning preachers, as proctors of the bishop, were issued
only by M. Richard le Poore, quoting the Council, and
M. Roger Niger, and again only M. Richard le Poore and
the * Synodal Constitutions ' quote the eleventh decree con-
cerning benefices for masters of schools and the c Synodal
Constitutions' alone forbid new orders. The decree con-
cerning the presence of unecclesiastical objects in churches
is very rarely mentioned.1 On the other hand, the locking
up of the Eucharist^ holy oil, and fonts 2 was only omitted
in about three issues. The first of the two decrees con-
cerning procurations, in all cases to archdeacons only, is
mentioned occasionally.3 There are a great many detailed
clauses concerning tithes in the constitutions, but the
decrees of the Lateran Council dealt mainly with abuses
not particularly applicable to ordinary diocesan adminis-
tration in England, so that the very general clause that
tithes are to be paid and the punishment meted out to
those who detain them are the only common factor. The
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